Christ Church Charnock Richard Primary ‐ Progression in Written Addition

Stage 1

Stage 2

Stage 3

Children move on tto using Base 10 equipment to supporrt
their developing un
nderstanding of add
dition.

Children co
ontinue to use the Base 10 equipmentt to support
their calculations, including exchanging 10 units//ones for 1
t total of the unitts/ones is 10 or mo
ore. They will
ten when the
record their own drawings of the Base 10 equipm
ment, using
0 rods and dots for the unit blocks.
lines for 10

11 + 5 = 16
11 cubes are lined up (1 ten and 1 unit/one).
5 cubes are added to the line of 11 givving a total of 16.

ning of two or
Children are taught that addition is the combin
mounts. They begin by counting all of the
t items in the
more am
groups, tthen move on to co
ounting on from thee largest
amount. Children are encou
uraged to develop a mental image
out addition as
of the sizze of numbers. They learn to think abo
combinin
ng amounts in pracctical, real life situattions.
They beggin to record addition number sentencces such as
2 + 4 = 6 and 8 = 3 + 5 and 3 + 2 + 4 = 9

If possible, use two
o different colours of
o base 10 equipmeent so
that the initial amo
ounts can still be seen.

Stage 4

Stage 5

34 + 23 = ?
The units/o
ones are added
first 4 + 3 = 7
The tens are added next
5
30 + 20 = 50
Both answ
wers are put
together 50 + 7 = 57

28 + 36 = ?
The units/o
ones are
added firstt
8 + 6 = 14 with
w ten
units/oness exchanged
for 1 ten.
ut around the units//ones not exchangeed – this is
A ring is pu
the units part
p of the answer. The
T tens are then added,
a
including the exchanged ten, to complete the caalculation.

65 + 27

s
not be maade to go onto the
e next stage
Children should
if:
1))
2))
This is the final stagge of the method, and
a should be contiinued
to be used for all w
written addition calcculations.
The example top leeft would be ‘said’ as
a follows:
5 + 8 = 13, put 3 do
own and carry the 10
1
2 tens + 4 tens + th
he 1 ten that was ca
arried over = 7 tens (7
written in the tens column)
ndreds = 6 hundreds (6 written in the
6 hundreds + 0 hun
hundreds column)
Children will be exp
pected to use this method
m
for adding
numbers with moree than 3 digits, num
mbers involving deccimals
and adding any num
mber of amounts to
ogether.

they are not ready.
r
they are not confident.
c

Children should
s
be encourraged to considerr if a mental
calculatio
on would be appropriate before ussing written
methods..

